
FIVE PARAGRAPH ESSAY RULES

Prepare for standardized tests by mastering essay writing. The five paragraph essay is the most common structure for
writing essays.

Students can practice with creative writing prompts to get some ideas for interesting ways to start an essay.
Include the three points you've used to prove your thesis. Once again make the connection between your thesis
and this piece of evidence. Avoid using citations in this paragraph. Practice Writing a Five-Paragraph Essay
Students can use the following steps to write a standard essay on any given topic. Repeat step 6 using your
third piece of evidence. The topic for this paragraph should be in the first or second sentence. Wishing for a
magic writing solution? If the author is using this format for a text-based thesis, then a sentence quoting the
text, supporting the essay-writer's claim, would typically go here, along with the name of the text and the
name of the author. At this point, what do we have to lose? The thesis is often linked to a "road map" for the
essay, which is basically an embedded outline stating precisely what the three body paragraphs will address
and giving the items in the order of the presentation. Introduction: Introductory Paragraph See, first, Writing
Introductory Paragraphs for different ways of getting your reader involved in your essay. Similarly, American
educator David F. A Sample Paper 1Stephen King, creator of such stories as Carrie and Pet Sematary, stated
that the Edgar Allan Poe stories he read as a child gave him the inspiration and instruction he needed to
become the writer that he is. Most of all, we were absorbing the lesson that above all, writing is done for
audiences. This hook also leads into the last, or concluding, paragraph. Often, an organizational sentence is
used here to describe the layout of the paper. In other words, put some sugar and spice to make the dish tastier.
She lectures and writes about study skills. Supporting ideas, examples, details must be specific to the sub-topic
The tendency in supporting paragraphs is to put in just about anything.


